
Exploring the generation and usage of inferenein a biologially inspired neural network systemEleni KoutsomitopoulouGeorgetown University, Washington DC, USALexisNexis UKEleni.Koutsomitopoulou�lexisnexis.omAbstratInferene allows speakers to extrat knowledge about fats that are not expliitlyexistent in a doument or disourse. In partiular, it allows for drawing new (i.e.previously unknown and/or not expliitly stated) onlusions about the relation-ships of known and stated fats (topis, events, entities) of the (NL) language input.Logial dedution and indution {and hene learning{ are based on this inferentialproess.This paper skethes some aspets of a neural network algorithm pertinent to infer-ene generation and usage. The Adaptive Resonane Theory Zero (ART0) neuralnetwork system is not designed to model inferene with expliit rules. Instead, itrepresents the knowledge the reader is expeted to draw from the fats stated in theinput, and based on this representation it makes inferenes about ertain impliedfats and their relationships. The basi hypothesis tested with this model is thatthe short-term (STM) and long-term memory (LTM) systems play a ruial role inlearning, knowledge representation and by extension in inferening. A rami�ationof this hyposthesis is that a model of the short-term and long-term memory systemsis in fat a model suitable for inferene.1 IntrodutionSymboli inferene is de�ned as the \dedution of new (i.e. previously un-known) fats using existing fats" [1℄. Question answering systems are themost obvious usages of systems apable of performing inferene. Logial de-dution and indution {and hene learning{ are based on this inferential pro-ess. In partiular, performing inferene allows speakers to extrat knowledgeabout fats that are not existent in a doument. Unlike basi extrationsystems, inferene mahines are apable of drawing previously unknown on-lusions about the relationships of known and stated fats (topis, events,entities) of the natural language (NL) input.



The ART0 neural network system is not designed to model inferene withexpliit rules. Instead it represents the knowledge the reader is expeted todraw from the fats stated in the input and based on this representation itmakes inferenes about ertain implied fats and their relationships. Thebasi hypothesis tested with this model is that the short-term (STM) andlong-term memory (LTM) systems play a ruial role in learning, knowledgerepresentation and by extension in inferening.The inferential proess is guided by variable binding in the sense that"unknown" (i.e. unidenti�ed or ambiguous) fatoids of the NL input at asvariables that they get bound to a partiular stated elements of the argumentstruture of the propositional input that has been previously learnt by thesystem. This binding proess failitates inferene, question answering andlearning. In vivo, neuronal ativation patterns replae the need for variablebinding in NL introduing essentially a variable-free grammar.This paper skethes some aspets of the ART0 system pertinent to infer-ene generation and usage.2 About the ART0 networkThe ART0 system is a neural network simulation apable of demonstratinghow neuronal ativation inuenes the shape of the patterns that partiularlinguisti onstruts form when they are uttered and understood by speakersof a language. Two types of memory systems are maintained: STM and LTM.The STM system simulates in vivo ativation patterns of NL input at timetx. The LTM system stores the weighted onnetions between nodes in thenetwork. Eah node represents a linguisti terminal element extrated fromthe parse tree that is the output of the parser applied to the original NL inputto the system.Knowledge of di�erent domains ("disourses") is "enoded" in the formof pertinent NL input. The basi premise here is that eah disourse (ordomain) is de�ned by what speakers know about the main topi in it. Thereare no a priori de�ned and assumed sets of fats. Of ourse natural disourseis inherently elliptial and many of the neessary for inferene fatoids mightnot be readily expliit in the hosen piee of disourse. In suh ases, I assumethat these fatoids have been learned at a previous time as part of the naturaldevelopment and augmentation of the network. For demonstration purposesI model partiular examples of oherent natural language disourse that eahinludes a omplete set of fatoids that are then used to infer unknown fats,or draw onlusions.Another ritial methodologial point of the ART0 system is that no rulesapply diretly. Instead, I assume that the learning and inferene proessinvolves mapping from one domain/disourse to another. There are no "on-version rules" that expliitly map propositions from one domain to another.ART0 maps the output of the parser as nodes in the network and then al-2



ulates both the node values and the weights in the onnetions using twofundamental ART (Adaptive Resonane Theory, [2℄, [3℄, [4℄) equations one forthe STM and the other for the LTM system respetively.Understanding of an utterane (or piee of text) proeeds by mapping theargument struture (i.e. information about "who did what to whom") of theproposition into the network and let eah terminal node in the parse-tree be-ome a node in the network. Eah disourse makes a resonant network whereall nodes within a sentene exite eah other and all sentene-nodes inhibiteither other. As two disourses are ativated together, ertain nodes at likevariables and the network needs to deide on their values i.e. binding them toother nodes in one of the two (or more) disourses. This is also a basi aseof sense disambiguation, i.e. determining the ontextually appropriate mean-ings of an ambiguous term. Sine variable binding is essential for infereneand disambiguating variables is part of binding variables to domain-spei�values, a system that addresses ambiguity eÆiently is expeted to fare wellon drawing inferenes as well. Unlike rule-based systems, ART0: 1) de�nes its"reasoning spae" given the existent fatoids that are extrated diretly fromatual NL input, 2) �nds impliations of the extrated fatoids by extratingthe argument struture of the propositions in this disourse, and mappingthem in the network, 3) de�ning the way the mapped fatoids interat withintwo minimally di�ering disourses by way of node onnetivity patterns, 4)redues the derived impliations to spei� node ativation patterns that aregenerated using the ART equations for learning and memory. The heart ofthe system lies in lateral inhibition (mutual inhibition between neighboringneurons/nodes) polarized around minimal dipole anatomies 1 . The inhibitoryelements are unbound variables that map into partiular terminal nodes ofthe parse tree as they enter the network. Previous systems taking into a-ount inhibition in NL do not rely on the partiular biologially plausibleART equations for Hebbian learning 2 and memory that ART0 uses:_xj =�Axj +Bxizij � Cxk + I(1) _zij =�Dzij + Exixj(2) In (1) the hange of the value of node xj in time is being alulated based onparameters A, B, C and I. Parameter A is a negative parameter orrespondingto the natural deay of the xj value in time (for instane when there is noexitation or B = 0). The parameter B is the learning rate of node xj. zijis the hange in the weighted onnetion between node at site xj and its1 Like the linguisti \minimal pairs", minimal dipole anatomies are minimal pairs of mutu-ally inhibitory neurons, whih are ruial in the learning proess as desribed by the ART0algorithm.2 \Hebbian learning" is the learning proess as desribed by Hebb D. (1949,The organization of behavior. New York: Wiley) that is as the physiologial assoia-tion of neuron A and its neighboring neuron B when A repeatedly auses to �re B. Hebbexplained the signi�ane of LTM in retaining the information learned in simple neuronalstrutures when they are swithed o�. 3



exitatory xi (Hebbian learning). Parameter C is the inhibition rate that thepartiular xj node reeives from node at site xk. And parameter I is a form ofexogenous input to the xj sub-network that works in a regulatory way in orderto prevent the network general ativation from beoming too low or too high.In (2), parameter D is the natural deay at a LTM level of zij onnetion.Parameter E is LTM learning rate and it is a funtion of both the node xjand its exitatory ounter-node.3 Illustrative exampleFor illustration, in what follows I present a ase of ontextual oreferene andhow it is resolved by the ART0 network.3.1 Contextual Coreferene3.1.1 Statement of the problem and initial hypothesisThe following is a ase of oreferene hard to resolve by means of a traditionalparser. Paragraphs (A) and (B) below are suessive in a oherent doument:Paragraph A: A witness in the trial of a Moroan man harged with aidingthe Hamburg al-Qaida ell reanted statements to polie that he had seentwo alleged ell members in Afghan training amps.Paragraph B: Bekim Adeni on Wednesday threw into doubt an importantpart of the ase against Mounir el Motassadeq, who is harged with belong-ing to a terrorist organization and with 3,000 ounts of being an aessoryto murder in the Sept. 11 attaks.There are two oreferring pairs of nominals in the above two paragraphs: a)the pairwitness�Bekim Adeni and b) the pair suspet�Mounir el Motassadeq.Notie that with the absene of pronouns with known gender and number fea-tures oreferene is hard to resolve.This type of oreferene, \de�nite NP oreferene", di�ers from typialoreferene phenomena in that it does not involve a pronoun referring to thesame entity as a orresponding NP. Instead, in the above two paragraphs, twodi�erent NPs orefer to the same entity 3 . In addition, the doument ontainstwo pairs of oreferring NPs. The problem is dual: 1) how does the readerdisambiguate this partiular ase of oreferene? and 2) how an a biologiallyinspired algorithm e�etively model this proess? My hypothesis is that thenetwork is able to learn to: 1) identify the entity to whih eah pair of NPsare referring and hene 2) distinguish between the referents of the two pairsof NPs.3 This type of oreferene is atypial not only beause of the lak of overt pronouns toanhor the oreferene, but they are atypial also beause the proper names involved, albeitanaphori, provide no expliit (feature) information about their oreferene ties with thereferent ommon NPs. 4



3.1.2 Experimental ProedureIn real-time disourse paragraphs A and B are presented suessively and bothpairs of NPs are simultaneously identi�ed and disambiguated in the disourse.For the purposes of representation, the relevant fatoids are analyzed next.Spei�ally, for the identi�ation of the witness, the following fatoids arelearnt from paragraphs A and B:(i) A witness reants statements.(ii) Reanted statements weaken a ase 4(iii) A ase is against a suspet.(iv) Bekim Adeni threw into doubt an important part of the ase against thesuspet 5In uttering (1) to (3) at time t the network (like a reader of the doumentabove) learns the fatoids depited by the orresponding propositions. Sub-sequently, when uttering (4) as phasi input 6 at time t + 1 the network ispresented with new, or marked information about the subjet of the rean-tations. The introdution of this type of phasi input to the network at thispoint of the learning proess results in suessfully identifying the referent ofthe Proper name phrase as Bekim Adeni.Similarly, the fatoids below help the reader identify the referent of theNP a Moroan man:(i) A suspet is harged with a rime.(ii) Belonging to a terrorist organization is a rime.(iii) A ase is about a rime.(iv) A ase is against a suspet.(v) A Moroan man is a suspet.(vi) Bekim Adeni threw into doubt an important part of the ase againstMounir el Motassadeq.In reading phasi input S6, the reader already knowing fatoids S1 to S5,identi�es the referent of the NP a Moroan man as well as the referent ofthe Proper name phrase Mounir el Motassadeq, therefore understanding theoreferene. Understanding both oreferene pairs also prevents erroneous4 This is a prelearned fatoid. This kind of a priori \word knowledge" makes symbolilearning systems hard to implement. The ART0 system learns from parsed sentenes,and disambiguation is obtained given suÆient prelearned relevant fatoids mapped on thenetwork.5 A more simpli�ed prelearned fatoid would be \Bekim Adeni undermined the ase againstthe suspet."6 Phasi input is input presented to the network at a later time than a pre-deided learningperiod. For instane, if all sentenes have been introdued and learned at time t + 1, thephasi input is introdued at the next timestep and learned after every other sentene hasalready been learned. This way we an attest the e�ets of learning the partiular input.5



readings of the otherwise vague referenes of NPs in paragraphs A and B.Additionally, via the dipole between witness and suspet, the two oreferenepairs are identi�ed and disambiguated simultaneously.3.1.3 Findings

Fig. 1. Network A: Coreferene for the witness nodeNetwork A onsisted of the sentenes below:S1: A witness reants statements.S2: Reanted statements weaken a ase.S3: A ase is against a suspet.S4: Bekim Adeni weakened a ase.S4 was introdued as phasi input after S1-S2-S3 had been learned. Witnessand Suspet are laterally inhibitory nodes in the network.Network B onsisted of the sentenes below:S1: Bekim Adeni is a witness.S2: A suspet is harged with a rime.S3: Aiding a terrorist organization is a rime.S4: A Moroan man is aiding a terrorist organization.S5: Bekim Adeni threw into doubt the ase against Mounir el Motassadeq.In network B, S5 is phasi input and again Witness and Suspet aremutually inhibitory nodes.Eah network learns a di�erent set of fatoids as presented by the disourse.6



Fig. 2. Network B: Coreferene for the suspet nodeNetwork A after the introdution of the phasi input learns to distinguishbetween a suspet vs. a witness, whereas Network B demonstrates how theNP a Moroan man is disambiguated.The tables below show the pertinent results in terms of xj node values. Ineah network, one pole of the inhibitory witness� suspet dipole is expetedto be learned. The nodes are learned in the order the orresponding sentenesare presented to the network. Eah table shows the xj values for eah poleof the dipole for eah network at three di�erent timesteps during the learningyle: tSx, the time during whih all sentenes exept for the phasi inputhave been introdued and learned, tSx+1, the timestep during whih the phsaiinput has been introdued and learned, and tStab or stabilization time, thetimestep during whih the network has ompleted learning the entire set ofsentenes and has ahieved \resonane" i.e. a state of mutual exitation andampli�ation of the signal for learning.Notie that the xj value disrepany for the two nodes is not too signi�antwhen paremeter B (learning rate) is .45 as in the experiment for network A.Inreasing the value of parameter B to .6 was neessary to get better valuedisrepany for the same inhibition rate (parameter C = .6). The reason forthis required alteration in the learning rate is easily expliable by the fatthat network B onsists of a larger number of sentenes and hene nodes. Itis expeted that the learning rate needs to be higher proportionately to thenumber of nodes the network holds. 7



TimeNode tSx tSx+1 tStabwitnessS1 9.218 8.470 8.679suspetS2 9.212 8.862 8.082Parameter ValueA 0.15B 0.45C 0.6DEZij 0.5 (stable)Table 1Phasi input S4 in net A auses ampli�ation of the ativation of the nodeWitness in S1TimeNode tSx tSx+1 tStabwitnessS1 7.235 9.632 6.657suspetS2 7.506 9.930 7.471Parameter ValueA 0.15B 0.6C 0.6DEZij 0.5 (stable)Table 2Phasi input S5 in net B auses ampli�ation of the ativation of the nodeSuspet in S28



Note that the above two tests only show the STM e�ets. When LTMis also alulated, parameter B is overshadowed by parameter E. In similarexperiments 7 , the alulation of the LTM auses the network to yield resultswith better disrepany between the inhibitory nodes.4 FindingsThe �ndings support our initial hypothesis that disourse-level NP-oreferenephenomena are aurately represented in and adequately disambiguated by aART0 network.In addition via appropriate neuronal ativation patterns the ART0 algo-rithm performs the appropriate binding of anaphori variables and is provedto be in the right diretion as far as inferential reasoning is onerned.5 Future WorkFurther researh in both the ART0 system optimisation as well as its large-sale appliation testing is underway.Referenes[1℄ Sinlair, I. R., Collins Ditionary of Computing (2000).[2℄ Loritz, D., How the Brain Evolved language., Oxford University Press (1999).[3℄ Grossberg, S., A neural theory of punishment and avoidane. II: quantitativetheory., Mathematial Biosienes 15 (1972), pp. 253-285.[4℄ Grossberg, S., The adaptive self-organization of serial order in behavior: speeh,language, and motor ontrol., In Shwab, E.C. and Nusbaum, H.C., PatternReognition by Humans and Mahines. Orlando: Aademi Press, (1986),pp. 187-294.

7 The oreferene ase presented here is only one of the several ase-studies examined indetail in the author's dotoral dissertation. 9


